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12 Weekly TravelPass 1979-1992 

See the Sydney chapter for background. 

 

 

1.  1979 Printed in colour on thickish buff card, numbers & sometimes subsidiary letters 

in black. Various backs (black) depending on point of sale. 

 

   
red circle   blue circle 

Note 

Concessions were available from 1981 but no examples have been seen. 

 

  
1st concession    2nd concession 

 

2. 1983 Initially thick buff card with black number, later (1989) whiter card with red 

number.   

Adult; 1st concession is a black overprint, 2nd concession as part of ticket 

 

Blue TravelPass (1979-88)    

 

Pink TravelPass (1988) 

    

Red TravelPass (1979-88) 

Adult & concession (all zones bus & ferry) 

 

Green TravelPass (1987-88) 

 

Orange TravelPass (1988) 

 

Yellow TravelPass (1988)  (adult: no code, NA) 
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3. Thinner whiter card with UTA back (bus) or SRA back (rail). Concession a separate 

design. Different number styles (in black unless stated) for different printings. Colours 

vary. 

 

Blue TravelPass B/F (adult no code; concession no code) 

 

Red TravelPass R/B/F (Adult code NA, concession code NA) 

 

Red TravelPass B/F (Adult no code; concession no code) 

 

Orange TravelPass B/F (Adult code NA; concession code NA) 

 

Yellow TravelPass R/B/F (Adult code NA1; concession code NA) 

 

Pink TravelPass R/B/F (Adult code NA, concession code NA) 

 

Green TravelPass B (Adult no code, concession no code)1 

 

 
1986? 

BWN27/87 boundaries extended 3.7.87, Newcastle green Travelpasss 7 sections but no 

Stockton ferry. 

Newcastle quarterly & yearly tickets (issued by Cityrail) would have been the same as for 

Sydney. 
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